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One Year at Deep and Punkin Preserve
By Geary Schindel

Itʼs been a full year since the TCMA purchased
at Louisiana State University, visited both caves and
the Deep and Punkin Nature Preserve on September
found evidence of gypsum replacement in bedrock
10, 2004. The preserve has seen a lot of activity
which is indicative of a hydrogen sulﬁde origin. Dr.
including a total of 25 trips to the property since the
Sue Hovorka, with the Texas Bureau of Economic
ﬁrst work weekend was held on October 9 -11, 2004.
Geology, created a three dimensional map of the enMore than 270 people have participated in various
trance areas of Deep and Punkin caves using a laser
activities including work
Photo by Geary Schindel imaging system. The data
on the cabin and property,
were used to help create
visiting the caves, restartan educational movie
ing the survey of Deep
for the Witte Museum in
Cave, and beginning the
San Antonio titled “The
survey of Punkin Cave.
World of Water.”
Jerry Atkinson is leadWork activity on the
ing the mapping of Deep
property has been quite
Cave, and the surveyed
varied and has included
length now exceeds two
clearing of brush, rekilometers. Pete Lindsley
pair of the road, removal
initiated the remapping of
of trash, repairs on the
Punkin Cave with one trip
cabin, removal and relast winter. Punkin Cave
placement of insulation
is also expected to be a
and associated animal
sizable cave.
droppings, interior and
Punkin Cave and The second entrance to Punkin Cave is rappelled See D&P BIRTHDAY
Deep Cave are also start- by Todd Godfrey.
p. 3
ing to receive the attention
of scientists. A number of temperature data loggers
have been installed in both caves to monitor temperatures, especially in some of the areas containing
Interview with Dr. Andy Gluestenkamp
4
bats. These are separate studies being preformed by
Jim Kennedy and Pete Lindsley. Dr. Annette SumDeep and Punkin Survey Project
6
mers Engle, a professor in the Geology Department
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View from the Palit
By Linda Palit

Love of caves and caving unite Texas cavers,
but that and being human are the main common factors that unify the group. Cavers have a variety of
jobs, positions as student or professors, income levels or lack thereof, and political persuasions. That
can lead to some lively conversations, but differences fade in the face of a common passion—CAVES
and CAVING. It is in service to that passion that
TCMA operates. However, to operate effectively
TCMA needs your participation and your ﬁnancial
support.
TCMA ﬁnalized the purchase of Deep and
Punkin Caves a little over a year ago, and with the
support of cavers, over half the mortgage has been
paid. We have a balloon mortgage; so will try to
pay off the loan before the interest rate increases
in 2008. Caversʼ contributions will make this possible.
TCMA is also actively investigating other properties to purchase. Three times in the last 6 months
weʼve had a lead on a cave we could actually purchase. Disappointed, we found the properties were
too large, too expensive, or not really available. We
continue looking and hope you are too. If you hear
of a property with caves for sale, please let us know.
Itʼs a big state, and there are lots of caves around;
one is sure to be right for us, and we can ﬁnd it with
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your help.
Today, while writing this, I just went to the
mailbox, and TCMA has received a grant from the
Magnolia Charitable Trust for $3000. This grant
is a contribution to the fence and other renovations
for Robber Baron Cave Preserve. I am very excited
that one of the several grants we have applied for
ﬁnally will make it possible to ﬁnish the grounds to
Robber Baron, and make the area safe for visitation
again.
TCMA also has a new contract with the UT
Lands system. This means that sometime this
spring we will be able to have trips to 0-9 Well and
Amazing Maze Cave. It has taken many hours of
work to get this contract in place again, and we look
forward to being able to visit these wonderful caves.
Amazing Maze needs a new gate, and then perhaps
a mapping project can be started, with the skill and
the labor of Texas cavers.
If you are hearing a theme, perhaps it is the
theme that TCMA depends on Texas cavers, and
their passion for caving and caves. Without the
support of cavers TCMA would not exist. Thanks
for your support.

Volunteer for Texas Caves!
You can :
• Become a trip leader at Deep and
Punkin Nature Preserve.
• Work on the fundraising committee.
• Organize the next TCMA auction.
• Donate to the Cave Acquisition Fund.
• Donate monthly to the Cave Acquisition Fund.
• Write grants to ﬁnd money for caves
• Facilitate a project to complete Robber Baron Cave Preserve Restoration.
• Search for additional caves available
for purchase.
• Lead educational trips into Robber
Baron Cave or Austin Caves.
If you can work on any of these projects,
please contact any member of the TCMA
Board of Directors.
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D&P BIRTHDAY (from p. 1)

exterior painting, installation of a front porch roof,
construction of campsites, marking of the property
boundary, construction of hiking trails, posting of
signs, installation of a rainfall collection system
and heavy water reactor, and building of bunks. In
addition, a number of trip leader training weekends
have been held with most of the activity occurring
in the entrance area of Deep Cave to the Helectite
Room.
Over the coming months, additional surveying
and trip leader training trips are scheduled and the
caves will also be used for educational programs
with Trinity University and Texas A&M University
Galveston.
The observed biologic activity at the two caves
has also been interesting. Punkin Cave has a signiﬁcant population of swifts nesting in the entrance
room along with at least one Great Horned Owl. The
entrance to Punkin Cave also has a sizable hive of
honey beeʼs, but they have not presented a problem
to date. The cave is also a signiﬁcant bat roost. During the ﬁrst visit to the property in October 2004,
a nice bat ﬂight was observed. The bats seemed
to be present until early November when they left
for the winter. The bats were expected back in the
spring but actually didnʼt return to the cave until
almost July.
The biology of Deep Cave is also very interesting. A snake has been observed in the dark zone near

Photo by Geary Schindel

Graham Schindel and Paul Bryant at the top of
the second entrance drop into Punkin Cave.

a small bat roost and was probably there to feed on
the bats. The cave also contains a healthy population of cave crickets, harvestmen, and scorpions. A
biologic inventory of the caves will hopefully occur
in the near future.
For further information regarding the Deep
and Punkin Nature Preserve, contact Geary
Schindel, preserve manager. at 210-479-2151 or
gschindel@mindspring.com. Please place Deep
Cave in the subject heading.

Robber Baron Needs a Fence!
By Linda Palit and Joe Mitchell

Robber Baron Cave in San Antonio needs a
fence. And of course, we have limited money, although recent appropriations from the TCMA Board
and a successful grant application will help. The
current plan is to install a new chainlink fence along
the alley and Camilla sides of the property. Materials for the fence and gate on the alley side have
been donated by Alan Montemayor. The fence on
the Camilla side will be closer to the street than the
current fence and materials are still needed for this
segment. Along Nacogdoches Rd., the ﬁrst choice is
a curved stone wall to provide a decorative front to
the property and to block noise from the street.
TPWD and with the Master Gardeners of San
Antonio are going to work on a planting plan for the

interior of the lot. They are contacting a variety of
organizations to look for assistance in ﬁnishing the
interior areas of theIllustration
lot. by Jerry Atkinson and Joe Mitchell
As they work on this, TCMA must ﬁnd a way
to get the area fenced. We need a fence expert, or
a person willing to learn as they go and become a
fence expert, especially someone knowledgeable
about construction of stone walls. We need rocks.
We need rock masons, and apprentices to help make
the stone wall happen.
Its time to get on with this project! And we need
a fence. Our goal is to have a fence before the year
ends. Please Help us push forward toward ﬁnishing
this long-running project! Let TCMA know what
you are willing to do.
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Interview with Cave Biologist, Dr. Andy Gluesenkamp
By Aimee Beveridge

AB: I understand that youʼve been doing research
on aquatic salamanders in Texas. Could you tell
me how you got interested in these creatures?

AG: I started working with salamanders when I
was in college. I participated in survey projects that
focused on the distribution and natural history of the
California Tiger Salamander, now a federally listed
endangered species. I spent several years during
and after graduate school working with various
other groups (i.e. Australian skinks, monitor lizards,
toads from around the world). When I returned to
Austin after a postdoc in California, I started working
as a karst technician and biolospeleologist in
earnest. My professional interest in salamanders,
particularly Texas members of the genus Eurycea,
is really an extension of a life-long fascination.

forms that occur nearby (small, stout, pigmented,
eyes present). Amazingly, genetic analysis
indicates that not only are these disparate forms
members of the same species but, in some cases,
they are genetically *identical*. Wow! The more I
study these organisms, the less I know.
My personal research interests aside,
members of this genus are excellent indicators
of environmental quality (they absorb chemicals
and gasses through their skin and they are top
predators in most cases). In addition, the current
taxonomic arrangement does not reﬂect the true
diversity of this group. Understanding the diversity
and distribution of any group of sensitive/threatened
organisms is the ﬁrst step in making responsible
management decisions.
Photos by Andy Gluesenkamp

[Left] Eurycea pterophila (juvenile) from CaveWithout-A-Name, Kendall Co.
[Right] Eurycea tonkawae from Buttercup Creek
Cave, Williamson Co.

Andy Gluesenkamp shows off a successful collection.

AB: What do you hope to learn from researching
salamanders?

AG: Oh, all sorts of things. My research with
Texas Eurycea focuses primarily on systematics
and taxonomy, natural history and ecology, as well
as geographic distribution and biogeography. All
of these lines of study converge on conservation
which is the fuel that drives most of my work
(both intellectually and ﬁnancially). I am also
keenly interested in evolution and developmental
phenomena in this group. Texas Eurycea are
perhaps the best model system for studying the
evolution of troglomorphy, phenotypic plasticity, and
contrasting selection in surface and subterranean
environments. Some species contain forms that
are highly troglomorphic (i.e. large bodies with
elongated limbs and ﬂat heads, lack of eyes and
body pigment) that look nothing like spring-dwelling

AB: Will you be using DNA analysis to do your
research? How will that be funded?

AG: Most collecting was done decades ago, long
before the advent of powerful molecular techniques
including DNA sequencing.
Unfortunately,
specimens preserved via traditional methods
(usually formalin-ﬁxed) are unsuitable for molecular
analysis.
Therefore, new material must be
collected for many sites. This is a difﬁcult task since
many localities have been lost to the fog of history,
development, and changing landowners.
I am working in collaboration with researchers
from UT Arlington and UT Austin to conduct
molecular analyses. Basically, I ﬁnd specimens,
bag them, and ship them out and my collaborators
sequence them and send me the results. Funding
for most of this work has come from FWS and
TPWD grants and contracts under George Veni
& Associates and Zara Environmental. Much of
this work could not have been done without the
assistance of the City of Austin, City of San Marcos,
TCMA, TCC, and many, many volunteers.
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AB: Can you give us a historical perspective on
salamander research in Texas?

AG: A patchy timeline of half a century of Eurycea
research in central Texas:
-Floyd Potter describes Eurycea robusta,
represented by a single specimen collected in
1951.
-James Reddell described E. tridentifera (the
Comal Blind Salamander) nearly 40 years ago.
-Sam Sweet embarked on an ambitious collecting
program for his dissertation research during the
early 70’s, enlisting the help of Andy Grubbs and
other local cavers.
-Paul Chippindale employed molecular and
morphological characters in his phylogenetic
analysis of cenTex Eurycea in the 1990’s,
producing the ﬁrst comprehensive tree of
relationships among the major lineages.
-Subsequent papers authored by Chippindale,
David Hillis, Andy Price, and others in the late
90’s and early 2000’s described several new
species including the federally endangered
Barton Springs Salamander (E. sosorum), the
Austin Blind Salamander (E. waterlooensis), the
Jollyville Salamander (E. tonkawae), the Salado
Springs Salamander (E. chisolmensis), and the
Georgetown Salamander (E. nafraugia).
All of these newly described species are
severely threatened by development and habitat
degradation.
Photos by Andy Gluesenkamp
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biologists and caver introductions often provide
the stamp of approval necessary to calm edgy
landowners. Most importantly, cavers visit places
that most biologists would never dream of going to
and good cavers draft maps and write trip reports
which are invaluable for researchers. Cavers
often contact me to report salamander sightings.
Most of the time, these are White-Throated
Slimy Salamanders (Plethodon albagula), a
common surface species that loves to hang out in
caves. However, some recent reports of aquatic
salamanders or “good-looking” habitat have led to
important observations of undescribed species. I
encourage all cavers to share their observations!
Contact me at (andy@gluesenkamp.com or
andy@zaraenvironmental.com).

Andy at work in Knee Deep Cave.

AB: Is it possible for cavers to harm
Salamanders or their habitat while in the cave?
[Left] Eurycea tonkawae from Testudo Tube,
Williamson Co. This animal was tattooed as part
of a mark-recapture project.
[Right] Eurycea new species (juvenile) from a
small spring in Blanco Co.

AB: Is there anything that the Texas caving
community can do to help with your research?
AG: Yes, cavers are probably the best resource
for biologists studying cave fauna in Texas. Caver
observations have led to the discovery of many
localities and even new species. Caver relations
with landowners are often the only foot-in-thedoor for biologists to access new sites. Many
landowners are suspicious and threatened by

AG: Cavers should be aware that salamanders
often occur in shallow streams and other “marginal”
habitat. Removal of natural dams, obstruction of
in-cave streams, and trampling are real threats to
salamanders. In general, cavers do not present
a serious threat to salamanders. In fact, they are
probably among the best friends a salamander
could have (see my answer to question #3
above). Cavers should never collect salamanders
in caves except under special circumstances (i.e.
under the direction of permitted individuals) since
several species in central Texas are on State or
Federal endangered/threatened species lists. I
encourage cavers to take photos and/or record
detailed descriptions of salamanders they may
observe but, in general, to refrain from collecting.
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Survey and Exploration of Deep and Punkin Caves Continues
By Jerry Atkinson

In February 2005, the TCMA Deep Cave Survey
Project was initiated in order to continue the exploration, survey, and resource assessment of the caves
on the Preserve. Initially, the project will focus on
the survey of the areas immediately adjacent to the
preferred visitation route through Deep Cave so as
to assess and potentially open those areas to future
visitation. The cave can best be described as a 3dimensional maze in both breakdown and bedrock
that requires a good deal of crawling and climbing.
A survey has also been started in Punkin Cave which
will be conducted during those months in which the
bats are not in residence. Since the initial survey
trip of March 19th, 2005, the Project has held two
additional survey weekends in both Deep and Punkin
Caves.
On June 18th 2005, thirteen people attended the
weekend trip and surveyed a total of 389.5m (1278
feet) in both Deep and Punkin Caves. The group
divided into three teams :
Deep Cave Team 1 : Jerry Atkinson, Don
Arburn, Linda Palit, and Joe Ranzau surveyed
121.6m (399 feet) in the Crooked Broomstick Passage (J survey). A good portion of the effort was
resurvey of the original CF survey of 2001 as no
survey markers were left by the original survey
team. Once the resurvey was completed, the team
surveyed up into Bear Scratch Hall, a relatively
large upper level passage that parallels the Crooked
Broomstick Passage. The area is well decorated with
live ﬂowstone, draperies, helictites, and normal stal.
Numerous bear scratch marks are found throughout
the passage and appear to have been made by several
different bears.
From Bear Scratch Hall, the team then surveyed
through a 3D spongework maze to connect into the
room above the Forest of Columns area. Dark organic debris is found in the maze, suggesting that it
connects to the overlying Entrance Maze which is
ﬂoored with bat guano and surface soil. Numerous
leads remain.
Deep Cave Geology Survey Team: Geary
Schindel, Milo Marks, Annette Summers Engel, and
Kelly Willson conducted a survey of the corrosion

Photo by Terry Holsinger

Jerry Atkinson and Aaron Addison surveying in
Deep Cave.

features throughout the entrance area, the Bat Room,
Swiss Cheese Corridor, and the Forest of Columns
Room. Samples of gypsum were collected from
the Bat Room area for isotope analyses. Annette
conducted her PhD research on the Kane Caves of
Wyoming while at UT Austin, and is presently an
assistant professor of Geomicrobiology at LSU at
Baton Rouge, LA. Her specialty is the geomicrobiology of sulfuric acid caves and hot springs. Kelly
is a graduate student at LSU under Annette.
Punkin Cave Team 1 : Jim Kennedy, Clark
Giles, Kerry Lowery, and Chris Vreeland surveyed
267.9m (879 feet) in the northern part of the entrance
room (ER survey). The team was surprised to ﬁnd
an extensive maze area that slopes downward into
a possible rift. They surveyed a loop in the maze
noting airﬂow and a thermocline layer, below which
the air temperature was noticeably cooler. Numerous leads with good airﬂow remain to be surveyed
in an area named the Superstition Maze and the
Nightmare on Maze Street.
The team then surveyed back into the entrance
room and along the northwest wall, noting several
down-going leads that appear to open into mazes.
On September 17th 2005, sixteen cavers attended the weekend trip and surveyed a total of
312.7m (1026 feet) in Deep Cave. No survey trips
were made in Punkin Cave as the bats had returned.
The group broke into four teams:
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Arburn which could be heard by all the other teams
Deep Cave Team 1 : Jerry Atkinson, Linda
Palit, Geary Schindel, and Paul Bryant surveyed in the cave. The room was then called Eat Your
98.8m (324 feet) in the upper Bear Scratch Hall area
Lunch Crack in his honor. The team then began
surveying above the Bat Room until they discovered
(J survey). Several loops were made to previous
they were resurveying portions of the A survey that
surveys. An upper level above Bear Scratch Hall
was pushed through some relatively small passage
had not been ﬂagged. Several small down-trending
into a larger area of descending breakdown mazes. leads remain which will require enlarging.
Deep Cave Team 4 : Jim and Cat Kennedy, Bob
The area is well decorated with ﬂowstone, draperies,
small helictites, and normal stal. A lone bat (pipWest, and Graham Schindel surveyed 39.9m (131
feet) in the breakdown maze underneath the Enistrelle ?) was observed near station J16. The walls
and ﬂoor near station J34 are covered with drusey
trance Hall area (D survey). The team then decided
to reconnoiter the area in search of larger passage.
calcite which appears to be subaqueous. The ﬂoor in
They succeeded in ﬁnding the J survey team and
the J44 area is covered with dark, organic-rich mud
which may be ﬁltering
Map by Jerry Atkinson followed them out of
the cave. Many leads
down from the overlying entrance area.
remain in the D survey
Plan
N
This survey, and
area, some of which
t
the G survey, are both
are relatively large.
D Survey
pushing into a new
E Survey
Length : 2099m (6885 feet)
Depth
:
91m
(299
feet)
Deep Cave is presarea below the Entrance Maze which
ently
2099m (6885
G Survey
appears to be quite
feet) long and 91m
J Survey
extensive. Numerous
(299 feet) deep, makleads remain.
ing it the 18th longest
Deep Cave Team
cave in Texas, and the
2 : Aimee Beveridge,
13th deepest. Punkin
Geoff Hoese, John
Cave is 44.7m (147
0
50
Meters
feet) deep and approxiBrooks, and Joe Mitchell surveyed 78.3m Areas of Deep Cave surveyed on 17 September 2005.
mately 300m (1000
(257 feet) in the maze
feet) long.
off of station J20 near the top of the Forest of
Future Efforts: A large part of the known caves
Columns Room (G survey). The team pushed the
survey through a 3D maze area into the Hearing has not been surveyed, and based on the exploration
Voices Passage which was connected to the E survey
to date, much remains to be discovered. Both caves
contain unique speleothems and geologic features
near the Bat Room. They then surveyed up into the
Mixed Messages Room which was well decorated
which need to be documented and assessed for
with long bacon-rind draperies, helictites, ﬂowstone,
potential impact due to visitation. Biological and
caramel-colored dogtooth spar, and normal stal. A photo documentation studies have begun, but much
lone pipistrelle bat and two dark scorpions were work remains. Individuals interested in participating
observed. Numerous leads remain.
in the Project or that have questions should contact
Jerry Atkinson via email or by phone. Future trips
Deep Cave Team 3 : Allan Cobb, Michelle Bryare scheduled for every three months or so and
ant, Don Arburn, and Joe Ranzau surveyed 95.7m
(314 feet) in the breakdown maze underneath the
will be announced via the TexasCavers.com mail
Entrance Hall area (E survey). Several loops were server.
made with the D and G survey teams. At one point,
Jerry Atkinson, Deep Cave Survey Coordinator
a very large breakdown block shifted below Don
281-360-2244 – jerryatkin@aol.com
Entrance
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NOTES OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE TEXAS CAVE MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION
Meeting Date: Saturday, September 10, 2005 / Location: Home of Geary & Sue Schindel, San Antonio, TX
Treasurers Report - Cash: $104k, Total Assets: $750k, Total Income for '04: $176k, Total Expenses for '04: $111k
Sue notes that we are in transition to having an accountant to take care of some of our taxes (Michael Cicherski). The cost is $500 for 2 yrs.
Motion to shift $20,000 from the Cave Acquisition Fund and General Funds to pay a portion of the P&D mortgage (Sue/Julie) - APPROVED
Land Acquisition Committee - Several caves are being evaluated for purchase or to arrange a management agreement: Brehmersʼ Cave, Serendipity Cave, Fairy Cave, Harrisonʼs Cave, Labyrinth Cave, and Honey Creek Cave.
Budget Committee - Discussion about priorities – pay down current expenses, conducting activities, buying land, etc. Bill and Aimee are currently
committee members. Preserves also need budgets. Discussion about our division of insurance for budgets. Jay describes the insurance company
liability cost calculation. For UT lands, we needed to provide how many acres of the lands we are going to be in at any given time. UT wanted
from us to get insurance to cover any serious medical issues. Its people and land We can cover 54 people on site at any given time over a couple
hundred acres per trip. There were three parts to our coverage – renewal, errors and omissions for ofﬁcers, and the added coverage for UT. ($1,026
for errors and omissions). (~$300 for UT land property - ~$200 for medical) We are under the Chubb conservanation plan. For each year, we will
only have to add new lands via an addition form. Joe M. notes that from the NSS Conservation roundtable that insurance is the top problem for
Cave Conservancies right now and that we are fortunate to have good coverage. Others cannot get it or have lost it during renewal.
Preserve Budgets - It is recommended that each Preserve have its own account. Money that is collected by that Preserve is allocated to that account.
Donations to that Preserve stay in that account. Julie and Sue will join budget committee.
It is recommended that the membership vote on the budget for ratiﬁcation. Discussion ensues over the value of presenting the budget to the membership and/or giving them voting authority over it. The by-laws do not cover this issue. It is decided to do an initial budget round for the ﬁrst year
before considering giving general membership voting authority.
Database Committee - Database committee report presented. There are donation amounts shown which are separate from info the Treasurer
which adds confusion. It is felt that the database needs to have different components for members, Preserves, etc and not have everything lumped
together. It is resolved that a complete membership list will be established by TCR. Joe M. is added to database committee since he will be doing
membership letters henceforth.
Fundraising Committee - Allan reports on TCR Events – Rafﬂe for Cave Bed & Breakfast in Arkansas weekend is the big prize. Whole Earth
Provisions has been contacted about getting other large prizes for rafﬂe. Rafﬂe tickets will be in $5-$10 range. Punkin marketing effort including
Punkin carving. TCR will donate prizes for this. Also, a fundraising breakfast on Sunday. Allan also reports that around $4000 was made at TSA
Spring Convention Auction. It is suggested we make a thermometer to show how the D&P mortgage payoff is progressing. Polo shirts with the
TCMA logo will be made for continuing donations. Also a new D&P shirt is being prepared. Both new shirts to be available by TCR.
Website Committee - Joe R. reports that pages on the individual Preserves will be up soon now that the programmer is available. Additional content
is still needed. As with most other tasks, volunteer time is hard to come by.
Bullis Report - Linda reports that a one year extension to the Zara Environmental contract will be sent out Monday.
Deep and Punkin Preserve Report - Geary reports that it is exactly one year since the purchase (Sep. 10th). Jerry Atkinson does Deep mapping.
Pete Lindsley may run a Punkin survey. There have been 23 trips so far with 273 persons visiting the property. There are still some small issues to
ﬁnish up on the cabin. Boundary marks have been surveyed and placed. We can get markers made to note that this is TCMA property. The toilet
picklebucket system is working pretty well. There has been serious hog activity, especially near Punkin. The management plan is under revision.
Geary presents a philosophy on how to deal with stuff at the property written by Gill Ediger. Some upcoming work includes the need to upgrade
electrical service at the meter. A 450-gallon water tank installed and is full of water. We have a roof tank with a pump and that connects into the
water system. Hot water can be added by running black pipes and using
solar heating of the water. We have a roof over the front porch now and
Since 1985, dedicated to the conservation and
will add one over the back to make an outdoor kitchen. We hope to get the
protection of our underground resources.
AC running again soon. There also appears to have been one unauthorized
trip. On average $10-15 of power is used per trip. Next up is the septic
issues. We will start with a holding tank. Then we will build up a block
wall from the pad. The tank will be pumped out periodically until lateral
lines can be put in. Another idea is to install a climbing tower.
Geary notes that we need to transition from cabin work to more trip leader
training. There are lots of trips booked between now and Thanksgiving
including some University trips. Also there has been one science trip
where the H2S origin of the caves was conﬁrmed.
Cave Science • Cave Management • Cave Protection
Discussion about a possible hunting program on the property. One particular need is hog control. Several recommendations are made about
TCMA welcomes and encourages new members. We have dedirenting out the property. It is agreed that any offer should be made only
cated ourselves to the research, preservation, and protection of
to members for now to be sure property is not abused. Large hunting
groups are present on adjacent properties. The Board suggests that Geary
cave resources for the caver, the community and the future.
provide a hunting a proposal at a future meeting.
Whirlpool Preserve Report - USGS cleaned up well from well inAnnual Memberships: Regular - $15.00
stallation. There was also a sewer line installed across property by the
Family - $22.50
City of Austin that still needs some cleanup by the City which is being
Student - $10.00
pursued.
Institutional - $50.00
Lost Oasis Preserve Report- A new gate entrance was established. Zara
Corporate - $100.00
is doing environmental work.
Robber Baron Preserve Report - Linda reports that a fence is desPO Box 202853
perately needed for safety and to reduce unsightliness for neighbors.
Grants were written to Wurst foundation and TIL grant to TPW but we
Austin, Texas, 78270-2853
wonʼt get these for a while (if at all). We are also looking for donations.
Web Site: www.tcmacaves.org
A motion is made to authorized $3000 for fence construction at Robber
Email: tcma@tcmacaves.org
Baron (Bill/Sue) – PASSED
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